
Peace in the Middle East and Peace around the world
Why war again and again in Israel and Palestine and in the Middle East ?  The 

Ultimate Consequences of Intolerance, Disrespect, and Hate Speech leading to 

Prejudices, Apartheid and Hate Crimes.  

Dear Editor 

One of the great lessons of human history is the power of words, even the Bible and other holy books of 

other religions have stated that ‘the tongue has the power of life and death’. Yes, words have the power of 

life and of death ; words have consequences. There is general agreement among all religions and 

spiritualities about this and agreement among humanists and atheists about this. We have all seen families 

torn apart, communities torn apart, nations torn apart and the world torn apart from the consequences of 

intolerance, disrespect and hate speech which lead to prejudices, apartheid, and hate crimes, from 

slandering defaming, prejudice, discrimination, hateful words, social exclusion, injustices, apartheid, etc. 

which always escalate to aggression and violence and escalate further into the use of the gun and the bomb. 

Peace begins within men and women everywhere, that which is within people manifests through the words 

and the consciousness, the thoughts, and the deeds of men and women. Peace comes from within men and 

women, from within humanity, including you the reader, not from diplomats and politicians who have no 

peace within themselves and are not committed to peace and justice. Big egos are the enemies of peace. 

In Northern Ireland or the six counties and in the Middle East and the Balkans and many other places 

worldwide, this truth is most obvious, and the opposire of peace dominates such as name calling, slandering,

defaming, backbiting, gossip, prejudice, hateful words, incitements to hatred and violence,  discrimination, 

prejudice, apartheid, always led to aggression and violence and the breaking of laws and this escalated into 

the use of the gun and the bomb. Its a natural progression, an immutable law of human existence. We have 

all seen it many, many times. You see it every day in the whispering slanders and gossip which are designed

to undermine and destroy innocent people, and in the retaliations and hatreds which result from this, which 

define this society and many other societies worldwide. When people find one alleged fault with a person 

they then accuse that person of being wrong about everything, and not worthy of their company, not worthy 

of respect, tolerance, and not worthy of human rights and Constitutional rights, and not worthy of living or life 

itself. This evil creates more evils and builds upon itself destroying many innocent people. This is the evil 

within most people today, the wars within people today, an evil which now controls societies, causing deep 

divisions and vicious conflicts and wars. Sadly, this also includes Irish society. 

Most Irish people have never been in a war where bodies are blown apart, family members, killed, friends 

killed, homes destroyed, families displaced, bank accounts lost, property destroyed, genocides, holocausts 

(including the Irish Holocaust of 1846-52)  etc. etc.. Words indeed have the power of life and death, and 

history has proven this many, many times. The Irish are very naïve when it comes to understanding the 

power of words, innocently thinking words are harmless. Obviously laws must be passed and enforced so 

that there are legal consequences for the misuse of words to incite, to slander and defame, to injure, to 

socially exclude, to discriminate against, to harm, to kill, etc.. The Irish and Irish society need to become 



more mature in accepting this reality. Societies across the world also need to develop this maturity. The 

continued childishness of political leaders, governments and their naïve and immature peoples needs to end 

and be replaced with maturity, responsibility and accountability. This is the road to lasting peace worldwide. 

Part of this maturity will involve new laws and new modes of behaviour based on mutual respect between 

people within countries and an accompanying ‘mirror effect’ at the international level, encompassing an 

entirely new agenda by governments to strategise for peace and actively work for peace every day instead of

drifting into wars and letting the agenda be set by war mongers who profiteer from war and military contracts.

An agenda predicated on manipulating, intensifying and profiteering from the divisions, prejudices, 

disrespect, and hatreds between people, and on bribery, corruption, lucrative contracts, blackmail, deception,

dissimulation, lies, and the naivety and childishness of voters who question nothing. We must end this 

agenda and the drift into wars which has been standard foreign policy and international relations policy for 

most countries for over 70 years. Lasting Peace between Jews and Palestinians, between Russians and 

Ukrainians, between India and Pakistan, between Ireland and Britain, between Turks and Kurds, etc. etc. is 

possible through an entirely new approach ; a radical departure away from the present failed system.

While it is inevitable that people will disagree with each other on several topics and that heated exchanges 

can take place, it is essential that some reason, logic and rationality is maintained even at the point of 

agreeing to disagree. There is also the option of not engaging in further debate where it is impossible to 

agree on anything. As to the intensity of disagreement which spills over into outright hatred and the absence 

or loss of reason, logic and rationality, this points to damaged human beings and the need for healing, 

including a healing of humanity. Healing centres referenced below will be a necessary investment by all 

governments. It is important that there is free debate and free speech and that both sides or many sides are 

allowed to debate in public and in the press and media and on social media. Censorship must always be 

banned as it facilitates totalitarianism, corruption and the drift towards war. Democracy must be preserved 

and indeed extended worldwide to every country, so that the very basics of peace such as respect, freedom, 

tolerance, accountability, human rights and the rule of law are upheld in every country. 

I refer to hate speech and hate crime in its proper legal sense, including hate speech and hate crime against 

white people, native Irish people, Irish travellers, black people, brown people, Asians, and people of different 

religions, people with disabilities, etc. which needs to be stopped through appropriate and more carefully 

structured laws and policies. As stated above, history provides many reasons for this. 

Laws will not be enough. As to why people hate each other with such intensity, and why there is a high level 

of disrespect in Irish society, and why hatred thrives and is actively encouraged by politicians, governments, 

legal systems, businesses, ngo’s, organisations, etc. here and around the world, this points to a damaged 

humanity in need of healing. The Irish government should be building healing centres instead of attacking its 

own people, undermining and destroying Irish culture, bankrupting Ireland, and placating and obeying 

globalists and globalism. Over 800 years of serious damage to the Irish people and to Ireland, means healing

centres are a necessary investment and should be part of the infrastructure of Ireland and be getting billions 

of euros in government funding every year in addition to sourcing their own private incomes, read 

https://www.healingcentres.org/ 

Other governments and nations around the world need to invest in these healing centres. A healed humanity 

https://www.healingcentres.org/


would have massive domino effect on politics and international relations worldwide, rippling across most 

countries, creating new systems, new paradigms, new perceptions and modes of thought and new economic 

and political priorities. While a healed Irish people could begin to move forward and make massive progress 

in physical, material, social, economic, family and community, psychological and spiritual terms. Indeed 

Ireland could become an inspiration for many other countries around the world, and become a world leader in

this area, and help move the world in an entirely new direction. 

For example, peace between Jews and Palestinians has many component parts such as 

- justice under law and equality before the law for Jews and Palestinians

- the rule of law for Jews and Palestinians

- an end to apartheid against Palestinians and against Jews

- respect for the human rights of Jews and Palestinians. Including an end to prison camps or 'containment 

camps'. 

- an end to religious extremism by Jews and Palestinians

- an end to terror attacks by the Jews and the Palestinians 

- financial compensation and/or land compensation. This is particularly important for Palestinians. 

- a 2 state solution for Israel and Palestine as recommended by the UN and its resolutions 

- full religious freedom for Jews and Palestinians. Respect for the religious sites of Jews and Palestinians. 

- a lasting peace between these two new states, Israel and Palestine, which is supported by ordinary Jews 

and Palestinians and grassroots organisations in both states, and also backed up by the UN Security Council

and the UN and other organisations such as the EU, the OECD, the G8, the World Bank and IMF.

- the ending of political corruption in Israel and the new Palestinian state. Set up Structures of Accountability 

to end all forms of corruption. Overight by Transparency International, Amnesty International and other 

Independent organisations. 

- New Structures to break down prejudices, discrimination and apartheid

Investment in many new orgnanisations and NGO's to build tolerance, understanding, trust, friendship, 

cooperation and peace between Jews and Palestinians

- forums where Jews and the Palestinians can pray together to the one God. 

- the healing of Jews and the Palestinians and the building of new societies based on this healing. See 

https://www.healingcentres.org 

Yours Sincerely, 

Name and Address with Editor   

https://www.healingcentres.org/

